Gaussian process regression to accelerate geometry optimizations relying on numerical differentiation.
We study how with means of Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) geometry optimizations, which rely on numerical gradients, can be accelerated. The GPR interpolates a local potential energy surface on which the structure is optimized. It is found to be efficient to combine results on a low computational level (HF or MP2) with the GPR-calculated gradient of the difference between the low level method and the target method, which is a variant of explicitly correlated Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with perturbative Triples correction CCSD(F12*)(T) in this study. Overall convergence is achieved if both the potential and the geometry are converged. Compared to numerical gradient-based algorithms, the number of required single point calculations is reduced. Although introducing an error due to the interpolation, the optimized structures are sufficiently close to the minimum of the target level of theory meaning that the reference and predicted minimum only vary energetically in the μEh regime.